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1 INTRODUCTION

Radio broadcasting has entered the digital era, where services are delivered from the studio to
the listener entirely in the digital domain. The Digital Radio system developed within the
European Eureka 147 Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) Project and standardised[1] by the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute, provides the means to broadcast
high-quality digital radio services to the listener. (The Eureka 147 Project is a consortium of
manufacturers, broadcasters and research institutes, and was established as part of the
European 'Eureka' technology programme in 1987.) Through the use of digital technology, the
Eureka 147 DAB system provides both broadcasters and listeners, with significant potential
benefits and exciting opportunities. The system is now well established as the European
standard, and is fast emerging as the global system for Digital Radio. Eureka 147 DAB is
Digital Radio for today, to complement the existing AM and FM analogue radio services; and
it will eventually replace these analogue delivery systems.

2 THE UNIQUE BENEFITS OF DIGITAL RADIO

Digital Radio is the most significant advance in radio technology since the introduction of FM
stereo. It heralds a revolution for the delivery of all types of radio service because it opens up
so many opportunities for the broadcasters, for the regulators of radio-frequency spectrum
and, most especially, for the 'listeners'.

Digital Radio offers a number of significant and unique benefits. For the motorist these are:

Rugged, reliable interference-free reception, immune to the effects of impairments
such multipath propagation and ignition interference which can so easily degrade
reception of existing FM analogue services on mobile receivers .

High-quality digital audio -- even in the most hostile of reception environments.

Receivers that are 'easy-to-use', for simple selection by the listener of programme
services, and that will follow a selected service anywhere within the service coverage
area, without the need for re-tuning.

Added-value system features that will allow enhancements to existing 'conventional'
audio-based radio services and opportunities for the introduction of innovative new
services; some of which, such as new traffic information systems may be targeted
specifically at the motorist. The higher data capacity of Digital Radio allows much
more added-value information to be conveyed in parallel with audio services, than is



possible with the existing Radio Data System (RDS) that is used on FM radio services.
This could be used for enhanced traffic announcements, or down-loading of
information to in-car navigation systems etc.

Efficient use of the limited radio frequency spectrum - more services within the same
RF bandwidth -- hence more flexibility for the broadcaster and greater choice for the
'listener'. The use of single-frequency transmission networks (SFNs), where all the
transmitters operate on the same radio frequency, allows a single Digital Radio signal to
convey a multiplex comprising many programme services, using a single frequency
block, throughout a large geographical area. In terms of utilising the relatively scarce
radio frequency spectrum that is available for broadcasting, SFNs are highly efficient.
Another benefit, is that with all the transmitters for a given multiplex operating on the
same frequency, there is no need for the listener to re-tune the radio whilst on the move
in order to follow a given programme within the service area of the multiplex.

Flexibility and choice, through the use of a transmission system that is essentially an
over-air 'data-pipe' that can broadcast a wide range of services. These can include
existing audio-based radio services; existing services with enhanced features, such as
text information, graphics, or multimedia enhancements; entirely new types of radio
service, such as independent data services or multimedia applications; or a mixture of
any of the above.

The BBC is eager to exploit each of these benefits to their maximum advantage so as to be
able to offer the public the widest range possible of new and familiar services on DAB[2].

3 TECHNICAL OVERVIEW OF THE EUREKA 147 SYSTEM

Eureka 147 DAB is a reliable, multi-service, digital radio broadcasting system, designed
specifically for robust reception by mobile, portable, and fixed receivers, using a simple
non-directional antenna.

The Eureka 147 System comprises three main signal processing sub-systems. These are:

MUSICAM Audio Coding

Transmission Coding & Multiplexing

COFDM Modulation

3.1 MUSICAM Audio Coding

The digital audio compression system employed by the Eureka 147 system is known as
MUSICAM, which is an acronym for:

Masking Pattern Universal Sub-band Integrated Coding And Multiplexing.

MUSICAM is a highly efficient audio coding process. It is capable of significantly reducing
the amount of data required to convey an audio signal by a factor typically within the range
6:1 to 12:1 from that of the original source signal. However, it is still able to deliver to the
listener a high-quality audio signal that is subjectively perceived to be of 'CD quality'.
Compared to the bit-rate of approximately 1.5 Mbit/s required for a 16-bit digital stereo
signal sampled at 48 kHz, MUSICAM is able to compress the data down to one of a number
of possible encoding options in the range 64 kbit/s to 384 kbit/s.

MUSICAM employs the same technique of psychoacoustical coding as specified for MPEG
Audio Layer II encoding[3]. This exploits knowledge of the properties of the human auditory



system; in particular, the spectral and temporal masking effects of the inner ear. Essentially,
the system codes only signal components that the human ear will hear, and discards any audio
information that, according to the psychoacoustical model, the ear will not perceive. Thus
valuable bit-rate capacity can be allocated to coding and conveying only that information that
is important to maintaining a high subjective audio quality.

The principle of audio masking is illustrated in Figure 1, where a strong signal component at
approximately 1 kHz, distorts the masking threshold which defines the level that a second
signal component must exceed in order to be audible. If there is a second audio component,
occurring at the same time and close in frequency to the first, then for the second to be
perceived by the ear, it must be at a higher level than it would need to be if present on its
own. If this second component is below the distorted masking threshold, then it will not be
heard and the coding process can discard this audio information, saving valuable bit-rate
which can be used to code signal components that will be heard.

Fig. 1 - Psycho-Acoustical Masking.

3.2 Transmission Coding & Multiplexing

Data for individual services, be they audio / audio-related services or independent data
services, must be combined into a single data stream ready for transmission. This process of
combination is known as multiplexing[4,5].

The configuration and content of the multiplex is under the direct control of the broadcaster
or multiplex operator and can be varied, as and when required, for example to temporarily
accommodate additional services, in line with the broadcaster's operational and editorial
demands. Such re-configurations could occur from day-to-day, or with time of day, as
necessary. DAB receivers should, of course, be designed to adapt seamlessly to the
re-configuration without causing disruption to the decoded output of any service selected at
the time of the re-configuration. The broadcaster and / or the multiplex operator must, of
course, always balance the audio coding rate, and hence sound quality, against the number of
individual services conveyed within the multiplex. As well as supporting the delivery of
'conventional' radio programmes, the multiplex, which is essentially an over-air 'data-pipe',
can convey a number of different programme services of various types, including audio-
programme associated data and independent data services.

The frame-based DAB multiplex comprises three distinct elements:

The Synchronisation Channel which, as its name implies, conveys reference
frequency and timing information to allow receivers to synchronise to and decode the
received DAB signals.



The Fast Information Channel (FIC) which carries the Multiplex Configuration
Information (MCI) and Service Information (SI), which describe the composition of the
service data within the multiplex, and inform receivers how to extract and decode the
information for the service(s) selected by the listener.

The Main Service Channel (MSC) contains the audio frames or data packets
corresponding to the different services within the multiplex. This part of the multiplex
is essentially the useful payload of the DAB signal.

Convolutional forward-error-correction channel coding[6] and bit-interleaving are applied to
the data in order to provide strong protection against bit-errors. This is particularly important
in the relatively demanding environment of mobile reception where ignition interference, and
multipath propagation leading to flat and frequency-selective fading of the received signal
spectrum, could otherwise result in severely degraded audio output or no output at all! A
range of permissible coding rates allows a trade-off between useful data capacity (and hence
the number of services carried by the multiplex) against the ruggedness of reception which,
for a given radiated power, ultimately defines the service coverage area. Different levels and
types of error-coding are applied to different parts of the DAB signal. This is known as
Unequal Error Protection (UEP). UEP ensures that those parts of the multiplex that are
crucial for rugged and reliable reception and decoding of the services within the multiplex,
such as the Fast Information Channel (FIC) which conveys the MCI and the SI and those
parts of the audio frames which signal header and scale factor information,are afforded
greater protection against errors by the encoding of additional redundancy in their data.

3.3 COFDM Modulation

The use of the powerful and spectrally-efficient multi-carrier digital modulation scheme,
Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM)[7,8] offers rugged reliable
reception, even under adverse reception conditions such as multipath propagation. This
coupled with the use of the advanced digital audio compression, MUSICAM, allows spectrum
efficiencies equivalent to, or greater than that of analogue FM radio to be achieved, but with
all the intrinsic benefits of a digital system. A single DAB signal occupying approximately
1.5 MHz of radio-frequency spectrum can, depending on the requirements for audio-quality,
typically convey six or more high-audio-quality programme services, within a multiplex.

Indeed, COFDM, allows the introduction of intentional 'man-made multipath', where all the
transmitters within the transmission network operate on the same frequency -- a single
frequency network or SFN[9]. This efficient use of valuable radio-frequency spectrum would
never be possible with existing analogue transmission systems, and is a major benefit of DAB.

Even if the broadcaster does not need to implement a large area single frequency network to
serve an entire country, the system can easily accommodate the requirements for local and
regional broadcasting. Compared with analogue systems, the relatively low co-channel
interference protection ratios required for DAB permits adjacent local coverage areas to be
planned on a continuously extending basis, often with as few as four different DAB
frequency blocks. This allows for more efficient frequency re-use throughout a geographical
area than would be possible with analogue radio.

The system can, in principle, be operated at any frequency from 30 MHz to 3 GHz for mobile
reception, or even higher frequencies for fixed reception; and may be used within terrestrial,
satellite, or hybrid (e.g. satellite & terrestrial) transmission networks. To date, all proposals to
broadcast DAB terrestrially or via satellite, have been for transmissions in either Band III
(174 - 240 MHz) or L-Band (1452 - 1492 MHz).

In the UK, where Transmission Mode I of the Eureka 147 system is being used to broadcast



from terrestrial transmitters, the DAB signal comprises 1536 individual carriers, at a spacing
of 1 kHz, occupying approximately 1.536 MHz of spectrum, with each carrier modulated
using Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (DQPSK) to convey 2 bits per symbol. This
provides a gross data capacity for the entire DAB signal of approximately 3 Mbit/s, of which
the Main Service Channel occupies 2.3 Mbit/s. After allowing for the redundancy provided
by the convolutional encoding, this provides a net useful payload which, depending upon the
channel coding rate adopted, is in the range of 0.6 - 1.7 Mbit/s. In the UK, rate ½ channel
coding is used, giving a useful payload capacity of approximately 1.2 Mbit/s.

4 DIGITAL RADIO IN THE CAR -- THE ADVANTAGES & OPPORTUNITIES

4.1 High-Quality Digital Audio & Interference-free Reception

The Eureka 147 DAB system, through its use of the advanced COFDM modulation and
channel coding schemes, is the first broadcast radio system that has been developed
specifically to meet the more exacting requirements for reliable mobile reception. Digital
Radio will, therefore, provide robust interference-free reception of high-quality digital audio
services, in-car, providing superior performance to that possible with analogue FM services.
Unlike VHF/FM analogue radio services which were originally planned in the 1950's on the
assumption that reception would be to fixed receivers using directional antennas mounted on
roof-tops, coverage of Digital Radio services has been specifically planned to serve mobile
receivers using non-directional antenna at a height of 1.5 - 2 metres above the ground. The
antenna should be considered as an integral part of the digital radio receiver. Care should
taken to use a good quality antenna with suitable characteristics in terms of antenna gain and
good uniform directional properties in the horizontal plane. At DAB frequencies interactions
between the metal bodywork of the vehicle and the antenna should be considered. These can
sometimes modify the directional properties of an otherwise suitable omni-directional
antenna by producing deep nulls in the horizontal response, which could degrade reception
performance when trying to receive signals from a transmitter in the direction of any null in
the response. Therefore, care should be taken by vehicle designers and in-car equipment
installers over the location on the vehicle where the DAB antenna is mounted. In general, the
best performance will be obtained with the antenna mounted at the highest central point on
the roof -- however, it is recognised that this may sometimes conflict with the practicalities,
aesthetics and aerodynamics of vehicle design.

One criticism sometimes made by critical listeners of the existing analogue FM services is
that for high-quality in-door listening they would prefer the audio signals not to be
compressed in any way so that they can enjoy the full dynamic range of the audio signal.
However, in relatively noisy environments, such as those in cars or other vehicles, listening
benefits significantly from the improved audibility resulting from dynamic range compression
of the signal. Analogue radio cannot fulfil both requirements simultaneously -- increasingly
broadcasters are choosing to apply compression -- however digital radio can meet the demand
of both audiences, simultaneously. With DAB, the audio signal is analysed at the studio
centre to determine what level of dynamic range control (DRC) would be appropriate if the
audio signal was to be compressed, without actually performing the compression. The DRC
data is then transmitted within the multiplex, along with the digital audio signals. Receivers
can then extract the DRC data and, if the listener so chooses, compress the dynamic range of
the audio within the receiver. Hence, audiophiles at home can still enjoy the full dynamic
range, whilst motorists can improve the audibility by selecting dynamic range control.

4.2 New Services -- Data/Multimedia and Travel Services On The Move

As previously explained, the Eureka 147 DAB signal is essentially an over-air data-pipe that
can convey a range of different types of services, including data services. For the motorist
this will provide some exciting opportunities. The dynamic label information sent as



'programme associated data' (PAD) will allow simple text information and messages to be sent
to the receiver. These can be displayed on small alphanumeric displays built into the car
receiver, or on small liquid crystal display (LCD) screens that could form part of an
integrated Digital Radio, vehicle navigation and in-car entertainment system Other forms of
PAD, or discreet data services within the multiplex could provide the motorist with traffic,
travel, news and weather information which might include simple diagrams and maps (see
Section 4.3 on TPEG).

Some of these new Digital Radio data/multimedia services could be for "entertainment" in
which case, for reasons of safety when the vehicle in motion, measures would have to taken
to ensure that they are available only to any passengers. One potential application is the
delivery of broadcast web-site material. These could use any on-board GSM telephone
system to provide a return channel for interactive multimedia services.

Some of the data capacity could be used by broadcasters to download maps and gazetteer
information to car navigation systems. Another possibility is to link the DAB receiver with a
Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) receiver as part of a navigation system. It has already been
demonstrated, over-air, that a DAB signal can convey the small amount of data necessary to
provide the extra reference signals needed for the enhanced location finding performance of
differential GPS.

The Eureka 147 DAB signal includes a feature known as Transmitter Identification
Information (TII). Each transmitter operating within an SFN transmits the same synchronised
RF signal, except during a short period of the receiver synchronisation interval when each
transmitter radiates a subset of the COFDM carriers - analogous to a bar-code -- which
uniquely identifies that transmitter. A receiver receiving signals from more than one
transmitter in the SFN will be able to decode the individual TII codes of those transmitters.
Using information broadcast to receivers as part of the DAB multiplex signal, the broadcaster
may define geographical regions based on the location of transmitters within the network and
their TII codes. By comparing the TII codes receivable at a given location with these region
definitions, a receiver may identify the region it is in. Also by measuring the relative time of
arrival of the various signal contributions from different transmitters a receiver could
calculate its approximate geographical position -- this, of course, could be significantly
improved if the Digital Radio is linked to a GPS receiver. The broadcaster may label some
announcements, messages or other services as being targeted to specific regions. With the
receiver using the TII information to determine the region it is located in, it is possible for the
user to choose to have the receiver filter incoming announcements messages and services so
that they are presented with only those applicable to their location or, if they so chose,
another region that they select.

4.3. Traffic & Travel Messages -- The TPEG System

The Transport Protocol Experts Group (TPEG), established by the European Broadcasting
Union (EBU) and led by the BBC, are currently developing a data protocol for delivering
traffic, travel and other related information (e.g. for navigation systems) from the service
provider(s) to the end-user(s). TPEG includes European representatives from broadcasters,
receiver manufacturers, motoring organisations, transport ministries and agencies,
cartographers, and navigation system & service providers. (The TPEG trademark is registered
in the UK and Europe by the BBC.) The specification for TPEG is expected to be ready by
June 1998 to start the process of becoming an international ETSI standard. The TPEG system
is being designed so that it is suitable for delivery of such information via any digital bearer:
the Internet; digital television; and, of course, Digital Radio. Thanks to the greater capacity
available for such data using a digital delivery channel such as Digital Radio, TPEG will be
able to offer the user much more extensive, timely and relevant traffic information than is
currently possible with alternative systems such as the Traffic Message Channel (TMC) used



in some countries (but not in the UK) as part of the Radio Data System (RDS) signal on FM
radio services. TPEG will send coded 'short-hand' messages that will describe the message
using a number of elements such as:

Location -- which geographical area is being described.

The event -- what is being described -- road-works, accident, congestion....

Severity of the event.

Time period -- when and for how long is the message relevant.

Who is the message for: all vehicles, cars, lorries, etc.

Consequences -- what action should drivers take, e.g. follow a specified diversion, ....
etc.

Suitably equipped Digital Radio receivers would be capable of displaying such messages as
text and/or icons on built-in displays or on small LCD display screens, that may be shared
with in-car navigation and entertainment systems. The messages could also be converted to
synthesised speech. It is intended that the generically encoded messages would be presented
by the receiver, as text or synthesised speech, in the users preferred language. Digital Radio
and TPEG could be used to down load information and up-dates to navigation systems, and
receivers with built-in data storage could assemble a database of message events that are still
valid.

Clearly, the delivery of TPEG information via Digital Radio, in conjunction with in-car
navigation systems using GPS location finding, should provide a comprehensive package for
easy navigation from A to B, allowing motorists to avoid congestion and minimise their
journey times.

5 DIGITAL RADIO IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

In the United Kingdom, 12.5 MHz of RF spectrum has been allocated within Band III, from
217.5 - 230 MHz, for Digital Radio. This will accommodate seven multiplexes, also referred
to as 'ensembles', each approximately 1.5 MHz wide. The BBC has been allocated one of
these channels, designated as 12 B, for its national DAB multiplex to operate on a single
frequency network of transmitters throughout the UK. The remaining six multiplexes are to
be regulated by the Radio Authority and will be licensed to commercial broadcasters for
national, regional and local independent radio services. There is, however, the statutory
condition that the BBC's local & regional services are also accommodated within these
multiplexes. The Radio Authority recently advertised the license to operate the Independent
National Radio (INR) multiplex and is expected to award the licence in the autumn of this
year, after which they will advertise the licences for the local and regional DAB (ILR)
multiplexes. Currently, in the London area, there are two experimental independent radio
multiplexes on-air operated by commercial broadcasters.

The BBC is committed to the establishment of digital broadcasting and, as such, is adopting a
fast-track approach to the implementation of Digital Radio services in the United Kingdom.
Despite the current absence of DAB receivers for consumers, the BBC has already
established a single frequency network of 27 DAB transmitting stations, serving more than
60% of the UK population and providing coverage to the major motorway routes. When
manufacturers have launched and start to sell affordable DAB receivers to the public, the
BBC will consider the time-scale for the future expansion of the transmission network.

Nevertheless, the BBC is preparing for the public launch of its DAB services[2]; although the



precise date will depend critically upon the availability of receivers suitable for consumers.
Currently, the BBC is simulcasting its existing national network radio services (Radios 1 -
5 Live) digitally as the core of its DAB service, whilst at the same time piloting new radio
services. This is enabling the BBC to try out novel programme propositions, such as
additional Radio 5 Live Sports Channels and BBC Parliament. The flexibility of DAB, which
allows the multiplex to be re-configured as and when required to carry different mixtures of
programming, is also being extensively tested.

The core programme services of Radios 1 - 4 are encoded in high-quality stereo at a bit-rate
of 192 kbit/s; whilst Radio 5 Live is encoded at the same subjective quality, but as it is only a
monophonic service, requires only half the data rate of 96 kbit/s. Other pilot services, many
of which are often speech-based are encoded at lower data rates without a significant loss of
audio quality. For example, BBC Parliament, when broadcast, is coded at a rate of 80 kbit/s;
whilst additional 'Radio 5 Live Sports Plus' sub-channels are often encoded at data rates as
low as 48 kbit/s.

The system features of the Eureka 147 DAB system, are already being used extensively,
on-air, allowing the BBC to provide listeners to DAB with added-value facilities. These
include features such as:

programme associated data to convey information such as Dynamic Labels which can
provide up to 128-characters of text-based information, or still-pictures and graphics to
accompany the main audio programme content, for display on suitably equipped
receivers;

programme type (PTY) codes to allow services to be identified and selected by genre;

announcement services;

linking to other DAB multiplexes or existing analogue services (FM/LW/MW);

dynamic range control (DRC).

the use of Transmitter Identification Information (TII) to allow geographical filtering of
announcements such as local news and traffic information.

The UK Digital Radio Forum, comprising representatives of the broadcasters, receiver
manufacturers and regulators, has been established to promote and facilitate the widespread
establishment and take-up of Digital Radio in the United Kingdom, at the earliest opportunity.

6 DIGITAL RADIO RECEIVERS

Its expected that the earliest DAB receivers in the consumer market-place will be
predominantly car receivers, although other types of receiver (hi-fi, portables & 'Walkmans'
and PC card receivers) will rapidly become available.

All the major consumer electronics companies are developing DAB receivers. At the 1997
Internationale Funkausstellung (IFA), an international trade-show for consumer electronics
which was held in Berlin in September 1997, 17 manufacturers exhibited 25 receivers of
different types. Naturally, with DAB's obvious benefits for in-car entertainment the majority
of these were car receivers. Disappointedly, these were mainly prototypes, and due to delays
in Germany with the launch of public Digital Radio Services, the manufacturers were
reluctant to release products onto the European consumer market. However, we confidently
expect that some manufacturers will launch DAB receivers in the UK from the middle of
1998 onwards, and we predict that this will act as a catalyst for other manufacturers to
rapidly follow suite. Initially car receivers will be aimed at the after-sales market, but it is



likely that in a relatively short period, Digital Radio receivers will be available as options, or
as standard, on new vehicles from a number of major car manufacturers who are already
showing great interest in the system.

Eventually, within a few years, it is likely that in-car, Digital Radio receivers will be fully
integrated with vehicle navigation systems, GPS receivers and GSM telephones to produce a
comprehensive package. Already, some integrated circuit and receiver manufacturers are
exploring the possibilities of doing so.

7 INTERNATIONAL INTEREST IN EUREKA 147 DAB

Since the conception of DAB, the BBC has been and continues to be pro-active and
influential within the international fora of the Eureka 147 Project (of which the BBC was a
founder-member) and WorldDAB; with the aim of developing, establishing and promoting the
Eureka 147 System, world-wide.

As the only recognised world standard, Eureka 147 DAB is now being piloted or tested by
more than 20 countries[10.11]. To date the system has been adopted extensively throughout
Europe, with many countries (e.g. France, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark...... to
name just a few) having either already established transmission networks, in the process of
doing so, or starting on-air trials of the system. Increasingly, interest is being shown on the
global stage, with countries such as Canada and Australia adopting the system, whilst others
which include China, India, Korea and South Africa are evaluating the system using trial
networks, or a combination of satellite and terrestrial transmission.

In the USA, broadcasters and manufacturers have been testing a number of potential systems
for broadcasting digital radio services. Eureka 147  DAB emerged as the superior system in a
recent series of evaluation tests performed by the Electronics Industries Association
(EIA/CEMA). So far, however, the jury are still out regarding a decision as to whether
America will adopt the Eureka system.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The Eureka 147 DAB system provides both the broadcaster and the listener, especially those
in vehicles, with new opportunities and significant benefits compared with existing analogue
radio systems.

Digital Radio will provide reliable and rugged reception of high-quality digital audio services
to mobile, portable and fixed receivers. For mobile receivers, it offers significantly improved
reception performance when compared to analogue radio systems which often suffer from the
effects of multipath, ignition interference and other impairments.

The system may be used to convey familiar existing 'conventional' audio-based radio
services; or to broadcast novel services, which can utilise the capacity of DAB to convey
independent data services, or to enhance existing radio services with the addition of text,
graphic or still-pictures.

The Eureka 147 system will facilitate many new services and features on radios such as the
provision of added-value programme related text information, and 'easy-to-use' receivers. For
motorists, this will result in easy selection of programme services with no re-tuning necessary
to follow a given service within its coverage area. The capability to deliver new data services,
such as TPEG, will provide drivers with greatly enhanced traffic and information services,
which eventually will be integrated with GPS location finding and navigation systems.

The flexibility of the multiplex structure will allow broadcasters to deliver a wider range of
services and to change the range of services offered as and when required, to meet



operational and editorial demands. Ultimately, this will result in greater choice for the
'listener', through the introduction of more new programme services.

Broadcasting is about to experience a revolution as it enters the digital era. The Eureka
147 DAB system ensures that radio is well prepared for this revolution, and the commitment
of BBC to implementing DAB will ensure that the British public will be well served by Digital
Radio, at the earliest possible opportunity.

Eureka 147 DAB is Digital Radio for today....... and for the 21st Century.

9 FURTHER INFORMATION

Further information on Digital Radio and the Eureka 147 DAB system can be obtained from:

Email Website Telephone
BBC DAB lindsey.mack@bbc.co.uk

lindsay.cornell@rd.bbc.co.uk
http://www.bbc.co.uk/dab +44 (0)171 765

0514

Eureka
147

Margret.Ruether@dlr.de http://www.dlr.de/DAB +49 2203 968 3334

WorldDAB unsworth@worlddab.org http://www.worlddab.org +44 (0)171 896
9050
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